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ABSTRACT

The realm of fantasy sports gaming is expanded beyond the selection of current, active athletes by including former athletes, or former seasons for current athletes, in a selection pool for fantasy sports leagues. This is accomplished by querying databases of sports statistics for the purpose of generating a mock performance that can be fairly compared and incorporated with real-time performances generated by current athletes actively participating in the same sport. The end result is a realistic, yet unpredictable, statistical box score for a former athlete that can be translated via a point system for the purpose of fantasy sports league play.
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### Fig. 1

#### Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATHLETE</th>
<th>OPPONENT</th>
<th>PLAYS RUN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W. Payton</td>
<td>Packers</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Sanders</td>
<td>Falcons</td>
<td>-9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>Saints</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATHLETE</th>
<th>OPPONENT</th>
<th>PLAYS RUN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Rice</td>
<td>Cowboys</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIG. 4
"OLD SCHOOL" FANTASY SPORTS SYSTEM AND METHOD

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to fantasy sports gaming and, more specifically, to the methodology required to incorporate into a single fantasy game the statistics generated from the performances of former athletes with statistics yet to be generated by current athletes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Fantasy sports leagues represent a rapidly growing sports-related gaming industry. The attraction is that statistics taken from the performance of selected athletes enable friends, colleagues, and strangers to pit their sports knowledge against one another with the victor ultimately being determined by the real play of the athletes. The purpose of fantasy leagues is not to create some simulation in a futile effort to determine whether the 1972 Dolphins could beat the 1985 Bears. Rather, the draw to fantasy leagues is the desire to test one’s skill at recognizing and predicting athletic talent, game-day mismatches, and breakout performances. In short, the draw is to be a virtual general manager of a sports team.

The origin of fantasy sports leagues is largely considered the brainchild of Wilfred “Bill” Winkenbach. Evidently, sometime in the early 1960s, Winkenbach, a partner in the American Football League (AFL) franchise known as the Oakland Raiders, hatched the concept while lodging at the Milford Plaza Hotel in Manhattan, N.Y. Participating in Winkenbach’s original “league” were mostly other AFL executive types along with a few local area sportswriters and Raiders season ticket holders. Winkenbach’s league was later dubbed by its members as The Greater Oakland Professional Pigskin Prognosticators League (GOPPPL) and featured a format that has come to be known as “head to head.”

Much like modern day fantasy leagues, GOPPPL “franchise owners” held a mock draft and selected a number of “skill position” players who were active on various AFL squads. The “drafted” players represented the teams that would be managed over the course of the season by the respective franchise owners. Each week, the franchise owners would submit their mock rosters of “starters” prior to the weekend games and then proceed to root for their players without regard for the actual teams on which the players played. The statistical performances of the players translated into points for the GOPPPL franchise owners via a predetermined point system (so many points for a touchdown, so many for a reception, etc.). At the end of the games, the commissioner of the league (not surprisingly, it was Winkenbach) began the tedious process of compiling the statistics and tallying the corresponding points. The “head-to-head” winner of each week’s match-ups between pairs of teams was declared based on the totals of those points. Ultimately, the franchise owner whose team had the best record at the end of the football season was the league champion.

From there, the phenomenon grew. Winkenbach’s concept caught on, and variations of it spread to other sports. In the early 1980s, baseball fantasy leagues spawned the “rotisserie” format. In a fantasy league with a rotisserie format, the franchise owners participating in the league do not engage in “head-to-head” match-ups with a “win” or “loss” being assigned to their record after a contest. Rather, in a rotisserie format, the statistics for the designated players are totaled over the course of the season with points usually being assigned based on a player’s actual statistical standings during the season. For instance, a specified number of points may be awarded if a franchise owner’s player ranked first in slugging percentage. Alternatively, points in a rotisserie format may be awarded based on a pitcher’s actual earned run average (ERA) instead of where that pitcher ranks against his peers for the ERA statistic. Yet another variation on the rotisserie format may award points based on a player’s rank for a given statistic only as it relates to the same statistic for other players in the fantasy league.

Regardless, the winner of a rotisserie-style fantasy league is ultimately determined by the totality of points his team amasses by the end of the season. Because of the sheer number of games in a baseball season, along with the varying numbers of games played in a given week, the rotisserie format is well suited for fantasy baseball league participants as it minimizes the time commitment of participating. In short, at the end of the season the points are totaled, and a winner crowned.

While “head-to-head” and “rotisserie” fantasy league formats are the most common, other formats have developed as well. Fantasy sports have gained in popularity. For instance, “Pick ’Em” leagues don’t require the drafting of a fantasy team. Rather, a “Pick ’Em” league participant has to pick only winners of actual games in head-to-head match-ups of real sports teams over the course of a season. Wins and losses are scored according to the league rules and may even be weighted according to a participant’s “confidence level” when he predicted a winner.

Yet another popular format is known as a “Salary Cap” league. A “Salary Cap” league arms its franchise owners with virtual bank accounts and assigns players in the selection pool a virtual monetary value. The goal is to draft and manage the most statistically prolific fantasy team possible while staying within the virtual budget. Scoring for “Salary Cap” leagues may follow a head-to-head, rotisserie, or other format.

Regardless of the scoring formula, the real challenge in a “Salary Cap” fantasy league is to work within the budget.

When Winkenbach’s league started in the 1960s, all statistical analysis and scoring had to be done manually. League management, therefore, was a tedious task best left to the most dedicated and detail-oriented sports fanatic in the league (usually the “commissioner”). Leagues heavily relied on periodicals, actual game-day accounts, radio and television broadcasts, and other means of gathering data in order to assign scores to the fantasy teams. Because the scoring process was so mentally daunting and time consuming, only the most serious sports fans ever joined a league. Further, the depth of statistics and complexity of a scoring system were necessarily limited in deference to practicality. All of the factors that kept fantasy sports an experience for only the most dedicated fan evaporated with the advent of the Internet.

By the late 1990s, the Internet had become largely available to the masses, and fantasy sports blossomed accordingly. With computers to access game day statistics, facilitate research on players, automate drafts, manage and post team rosters, calculate scores, and provide remote access for league participants, the fantasy sports experience became realistically available to even the most casual fan. Because of the Internet, the need for manual data compilation no longer existed. Fantasy sports games encompassing every major sport, variation of format, and scoring twist evolved practically overnight and continue to spawn now, a decade later.

Even with the almost countless variations of fantasy sports leagues available today, however, there is at least one common denominator among them all. The common factor in all fantasy sports leagues to date, regardless of sport, level of sport, format, or scoring system, is that only current, active
athletes in the selected sport are eligible to be "drafted" by fantasy league owners. Consequently, only the statistics that will be generated by current, active players in a given game yet to be played can be translated into points for a fantasy team owner or league participant. Therefore, what is needed in the art is a system and method to integrate statistics already generated by the performances of former athletes with statistics yet to be generated by current, active athletes.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Various embodiments, aspects and features of the present invention encompass a system and/or a method employed to create a fantasy sports game format that equitably incorporates former athletes and current, active athletes into a single game. One aspect of exemplary embodiments of the invention makes physically possible the necessary querying, and subsequent integration, of statistics generated by athletic performances of former athletes. Another aspect of exemplary embodiments of the present invention includes logical algorithms for the random selection of the existing statistics historically generated by former athletes. Ultimately, randomly selected statistics of former athletes can be interpreted to simulate the real-life performances of current, active athletes that have also been chosen for fantasy play.

One embodiment of the present invention includes a system that is accessible over a network by participants in a fantasy league game. The system administers the fantasy league game in such a manner to incorporate statistics of selected former athletes into a fantasy league event. The system includes a database that among other things includes statistics that identify the number of games played by one or more former athletes, the number of plays in each such game in which the former athletes participated and statistical results of each said play. In one embodiment, the statistics are split into two distinct databases with the first database used to identify the number of plays for each former athlete per game and the second database used to identify the specific plays of which which each former player was a part in each game. In addition, the second database archives for each play a variety of statistics regarding a former athlete’s performance during a given play.

The system includes a user interface over which the fantasy league participants can identify athletes for the fantasy league event, monitor results and standings, and otherwise provide information to the system. The system also includes an administrator module that administers the fantasy league game. Administration of the fantasy league game includes accessing the database to select a set of historical statistical information based at least in part on the statistical performance of the selected former athlete. For instance, the administrator module may operate to identify a participation value for a selected former athlete. The participation value identifies the number of plays in which the selected former athlete will participate for the fantasy league event. Next, the administrator module accesses the database to select statistics for the number of plays identified by the participation value.

In a more specific embodiment, the administrator module may select a random game in which the former athlete played. In the randomly selected game, the number of plays in which the former athlete participated is identified. This number is the participation value in this embodiment and represents the number of plays in which the former athlete will participate for the current fantasy league event. In some embodiments the participation value can be determined in other manners, such as a randomly generated number or by a hybrid of the number of plays in a randomly selected game and other parameters.

Next, the database is queried to access a random play in which the former athlete participated. The statistics pertaining to that randomly selected play are then applied in the fantasy league event to determine the number of points, if any, attributed to the fantasy league player. Thus, the administrator module incorporates the selected set of statistical information into the fantasy league event.

In some embodiments, the database contains statistics substantially covering the careers of the former athletes. In other embodiments it may only include a subset of those games. In some embodiments, independent from the participation value of the former athlete, the administrator module accesses the database to select a set of historical statistical information by randomly selecting plays in which the selected former athlete participated. In other embodiments, the administrator module accesses the database to select a set of historical statistical information by randomly selecting plays in which the selected former athlete participated from a pool of plays substantially covering the career of the selected former athlete. In yet another embodiment, the administrator module accesses the database to select a set of historical statistical information by randomly selecting plays from a pool of plays of the selected former athlete that have environmental similarities to the environment of the fantasy league event. In other embodiments, the administrator module accesses the database to select a set of historical statistical information by randomly selecting plays in which the selected former athlete participated from a pool of games in which the selected former athlete appeared over a substantial portion of the selected former athletes career.

Finally, the system also includes a point system to rate the performance of fantasy players, whether former or active, and determine a fantasy league event winner.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 depicts a system diagram providing a suitable environment for deploying various embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram depicting a non-limiting example of a method in a fantasy football league for arriving at the specific plays that will be used to generate statistics for a given fantasy game on behalf of a former athlete.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram depicting a non-limiting example of a method in a fantasy baseball league for arriving at the specific plays that will be used to generate statistics for a given fantasy game on behalf of a former athlete.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram depicting a non-limiting example of the method in a fantasy basketball league for arriving at the specific plays that will be used to generate statistics for a given fantasy game on behalf of a former athlete.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Embodiments and aspects of the present invention provide a solution to the above-described needs in the art, as well as other needs and shortcomings by providing a system and method for integrating statistics generated by future athletic performances and past athletic performances into a single fantasy sports league game. Aspects of exemplary embodiments of the present invention relate to the random selection of statistics from a database, or databases, containing data generated by past athletic performances. Additional aspects include user-defined modifications to the selection algorithm for the purpose of setting a probability that randomly selected statistics will be queried from a subset of the given database.
More specifically, the random selection and algorithmic modification aspects of various embodiments of the present invention provide fantasy league participants with the option to mix former athletes, or even former seasons of active athletes, with current athletes on a fantasy roster without sacrificing the inherent unpredictability factor of sports that makes fantasy sports league play so compelling.

Traditionally, fantasy sports league participants were limited to the selection of current, active athletes to make up the "starting" roster. Once the starting rosters were set for all teams in a given fantasy league, the outcomes were solely determined by statistics yet to be generated. Only after the week's actual games were played, and the game day statistics of the selected athletes compiled, could the winning fantasy team be determined. To this end, fantasy sports leagues are not simulations. Just like a real general manager of a professional football team, for instance, the general manager of a fantasy team cannot predict the future performance of an athlete he has selected to be on his team. Ultimately, it is this unpredictability that makes the fantasy sports league experience exciting to participants.

Advantageously, embodiments of the present invention expand the eligible selection pool of athletes to include former athletes. This is accomplished without sacrificing the unpredictability factor by randomly incorporating known statistics at the time of roster selection into a fantasy sports game. As a non-limiting example, assume that a fantasy football "team owner" selects Walter "Sweetness" Payton, a former running back for the Chicago Bears during the late 1970s and 1980s, as his team's starting running back for the week. One embodiment of the invention could operate by accessing a database containing the number of plays Payton ran in each game over the course of his career. An algorithm can then randomly select a game during Payton's career and the number of plays he ran in that game. The number of plays in which Payton participated in the randomly selected game would correspond to the number of plays Payton would run for the purpose of the current week's fantasy game.

In an effort to reflect actual match-ups in the present day league, the aforementioned algorithm used for determining a former player’s play quantity could be modified by the fantasy league commissioner to preset a percent likelihood, or probability factor, such that a game selected from Payton's career would be a game where the opponent Payton's Bears faced historically is the same opponent the present day Bears are scheduled to face. Further, it should be appreciated that such modifications to the selection algorithm are easily made by one skilled in the art and may enhance the game day experience for the user.

Once the number of plays that the former athlete will "run" on game day has been determined, a query can be performed on a second database that contains statistics on each individual play run over the course of the athlete's career. Linked to each play in the second database would be all statistics relevant to the position of the athlete associated with that play. As a non-limiting example, in addition to data such as team played for, opponent, date, location, etc., the second database may contain statistics for a running back such as rushing yardage, touchdowns, fumbles, passing yardage, and passing touchdowns. Likewise, statistics relevant to other positions for the given sport could also be documented in the database.

Additionally, manufactured statistics could be included in the database and made eligible for random selection where the inclusion of such statistics would augment the fantasy game experience. A non-limiting example of a scenario where manufactured statistics may be desirable is when a former athlete, such as Cal Ripken, had career long stretches where he never missed a game due to injury. In such a case, inclusion of a few injuries in the database representing Ripken's career statistics may make a fantasy game more unpredictable.

In the example of Walter Payton being selected by a fantasy league "team owner" as the starting running back, a second algorithm could be employed at this point to randomly select from the second database a quantity of plays equal in number to the quantity previously determined by the first step in the method. It should be noted that, similar to the algorithmic modification positied above, one skilled in the art could alter the random selection algorithm used for play selection in the second database to include a preset percent likelihood, or probability factor, that a selected play would have a certain likelihood to have been run during a game in which Payton's Bears faced an opponent that is the same opponent the present day Bears are scheduled to face. Such modifications may enhance game day experience for the fantasy league participant. Further, the above described modification that is the preset percent likelihood aspect of exemplary embodiments could operate such that the probability factor is selected once by a user and then applied equally to any step in the method that queries from a statistical database. Alternatively, the same preset percent likelihood aspect could operate in other embodiments to allow a user to individually select a probability factor for each step in the method that queries from a statistical database such that the games or plays selected by the algorithm would have a percent likelihood of being associated with any desired condition including, but not limited to, rain, indoor or outdoor facilities, weather, turf, home or away game designation, etc.

In addition to the aspect of exemplary embodiments that allows a user to preset a percent likelihood that statistics queried from a database will be associated with a given condition, other modifications can be made to the query algorithm used to select statistics generated in past athletic performances such that queries are made from a predetermined subset of a statistical database. One such non-limiting example of an algorithm modification that users of the present invention may employ is the ability to limit a query to include only games or plays where the athlete's team was facing a specific opponent. Another non-limiting example of an algorithm modification may further limit a query to a specific time frame in the athlete's career. Yet another example may limit the query to plays where the player participated at a specific position. In addition, other factors may also be considered as selection criteria in the algorithm, such as the weather at the time of the selected play, the type of field (indoor, outdoor, natural turf, artificial turf, etc.), time of day (day game vs. night game), location of game (home field or specific field), score situation at which selected play was run (behind, ahead, particular quarter, amount of time remaining in game, down and yardage situation at which selected play was run, i.e. first and ten, fourth and inches, third and extra yardage, etc.). Regardless, it should be appreciated that various embodiments of the present invention may include a wide variety of algorithm modifications made to affect the query boundaries of the statistical databases and, although particular embodiments may be considered as novel, the present invention is not limited to any particular embodiment.

Furthermore, the present invention is not limited in the style of format or scoring formula that various embodiments may employ. Embodiments of the present invention can be incorporated into any fantasy sports league game format used in any imaginable sport, whether "head-to-head," "rotiserie," "salary cap," or some other format. In addition, various embodiments of the present invention can be used regardless
of the scoring formula preferred by a given league’s participants and/or the statistical categories tracked or points designated. Therefore, there exists a very wide range of applications for embodiments of the invention, as it pertains to fantasy sports game play.

An exemplary embodiment of the present invention, as a whole, encompasses both the operation of integrating past statistics as previously explained, along with an overall system for collecting and storing statistical and operational information and administering the various aspects of the game. It should be appreciated that the statistical information could be derived from manual databases, chalkboards, and transistor radios, but most embodiments of the present invention make use of a computer network with the “Internet” as its bus. Such embodiments that employ the Internet may feature a web page aspect designed with the intent to relate information generated by the statistical queries of the algorithm. Advantageously, a web page aspect provides a convenient forum to display relevant game statistics and simulate real-time athletic contests.

An exemplary embodiment of a web page aspect may relay to users the specific game’s content, point totalization, player likenesses, and even video of the randomly queried plays. More specifically, a web page aspect may display information regarding designated players, selected plays, relevant play results, and real-time data from other leagues’ match-ups. Further, a web page aspect could be standardized such that each user who is logged into the game sees the same content displayed in an identical format or, alternatively, could easily provide a means for individual users to customize the format according to personal preferences. Also, a web page aspect could be used to simulate a traditional fantasy league experience by alternating between offensive and defensive series while simultaneously unfolding at the rate of a real athletic contest and within a real game day time slot.

Referring now to the figures in which like numerals and labels represent like elements throughout the several views and the drawings, hereinafter FIGS. 1 through 4, represent exemplary embodiments, aspects and features of the present invention.

FIG. 1 depicts a system diagram providing a suitable environment for deploying various embodiments of the present invention. Embodiments of the Old School Fantasy Sports game can be hosted on a central server 30 via an Internet 40 accessible website. Remote participants 50, wishing to form a fantasy league, log onto the host server 30 and register, with a designated “commissioner” making all selections as to game format, algorithm construction, and scoring formulas. The remote participants, once registered, are referred to as league participants. The league participants draft players, either active or former in status, and post their individual “starting” line-ups on the host server 30. For any “starters” selected by league participants that are former in status, the host server 30 accesses a database 10 containing the number of plays in which the former athlete participated in each game over the course of his career. An algorithm on the server 30 then randomly or pseudo-randomly selects a game from the career of the former athlete along with the number of plays in that game in which the former athlete generated statistics. It should be understood that throughout this description, the term random and randomly is used to encompass random, pseudo-random, arbitrary or other random appearing methods. The play total selected then corresponds to the number of plays that the former athlete will run for the purpose of the current week’s fantasy game.

Once the number of plays earmarked for the former athlete has been determined, the host server 30 then accesses a second database 20 containing statistics on each individual play run over the course of the athlete’s career. Linked to each play in the second database 20 is a set of statistics relevant to the position of the former athlete associated with that play. The host server 30 uses another algorithm to randomly select from the second database 20 a quantity of plays equal in number to the quantity previously determined from the query of the first database 10. From these randomly selected plays, the actual statistics are used in the league scoring formula to tally points for the team starting the former athlete.

It will be appreciated that the present invention can be embodied in several environments and placing the embodiment within the environment of a front-end website for tracking fantasy league performance is only one exemplary environment. It will also be appreciated that embodiments of the present invention can be presented to participants in a variety of manners. One such manner is to have the front-end website provide an interactive, real-time or near real-time game day experience.

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram depicting a non-limiting example of a method in a fantasy football league for arriving at the specific plays that will be used to generate statistics for a given fantasy game on behalf of a former athlete. Initially, a selection identifying a desired former athlete is received 210. The next step is to determine if the former athlete’s team and the current weekly opponent to the former athlete’s team are in the same division 212. The sequence of steps in the method is identical from this point forward whether the answer to the threshold question is “yes” or “no.” Unrelated to the sequence, however, the outcome of the method will differ as the algorithm for the preferred method may have different predefined probability factors based on whether the opponent is, or is not, in the same division as the former athlete’s team. Thus, if the opponent is in the same division 212, then a set of probabilities for the same division is selected 214. If the opponent is not in the same division, however, then another set of probabilities is selected 216. In either case, a variable X is used to identify the selected set of probabilities.

Regardless, once the threshold question is answered 212, the next step is to randomly select the number of plays that will be run in the fantasy game on behalf of the former athlete. In the illustrated embodiment, the number of plays corresponds to the number of plays the former athlete actually ran in a randomly selected game from his career or from a pool of selected games 218. The probability that the game selected featured a specific opponent, as well as other criteria, is predefined by the fantasy league commissioner and is represented as X percent.

Once the number of plays to be run is determined 218, the next step is to randomly select that number of plays from a database containing statistics associated with every play, or at least a substantial number of plays, that the former athlete ran over the course of his career 220. The fantasy league commissioner defines the probability that a randomly selected play will come from a game where the opponent is the same franchise as the current day opponent facing the former athlete’s team, also as other criteria. As each play is randomly selected 220 up to the predetermined total number, the play is evaluated and applied. If it is determined that the former athlete was injured in any one of the selected plays 222, then a delay or stop is performed 224. It should be appreciated that the response to an injury of the former athlete can vary from embodiment to embodiment. For instance, in a baseball embodiment, the identified injury may result in a player being placed on the DL for a period of time, missing a game, dropping out for the rest of the season or simply no more virtual plays being run on the former athlete’s behalf for a
time period equal to the time the former athlete was historically injured. If the play is not an injurious play, then statistical categories associated with that play are attributed to the former athlete’s virtual box score 326. This process is repeated from step 220 until all of the plays have been randomly selected and run, the total statistics attributed to the box score 326 are converted to fantasy points via the league scoring system 330 and posted to the appropriate fantasy team.

It should be appreciated that, ideally, every game and every play over the course of an athlete’s career will be utilized in the searchable database domain; this ideal scenario, however, of the present invention does not limit the application. In fact, in some embodiments of the game the use of “super athletes” may be used in which only a top percentage of the former athletes’ best performances are utilized. In other embodiments, removing extreme plays may normalize performance. Also, it is anticipated that records for all the plays of a former athlete may not be available or accurate and, thus, only partial information or a subset of all the plays may be available. In addition, the pool of plays may be limited to only a select number of seasons, may or may not include an athlete’s minor league play, rookie year, injured year, etc. All of these factors, although potentially considered as inventive aspects of the present invention, are non-limiting on the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram depicting a non-limiting example of a method in a fantasy baseball league for arriving at the specific plays that will be used to generate statistics for a given fantasy game on behalf of a former athlete. Initially, the identity of a selected former athlete is received 310 and it is determined whether the former athlete is a pitcher or a batter 312. If the former athlete is a batter, the next step in the algorithm is to randomly select the number of offensive plays that will be taken in the fantasy game on behalf of the former athlete 320. The number of offensive plays to be run in the fantasy game session on behalf of the former athlete will correspond to the number of offensive plays in which the former athlete actually generated a statistic in a randomly selected game from his career. It should be noted that the term “offensive plays” includes both plays in which the batter generated statistics from an at bat as well as plays in which miscellaneous offensive statistics were generated such as runs scored or stolen bases. The total number of offensive plays, and its breakdown of type between at bats and non-at bats are queried from data associated with the randomly selected game 320. The probability that the game selected featured a specific opposing team or pitcher may be predefined by the fantasy league commissioner.

Once the number, and type, of offensive plays to be taken is determined 320, the next step is to randomly select the same number, and type, of offensive plays from a database containing statistics associated with every offensive play, or a substantial number of offensive plays, in which the former athlete generated statistics over the course of his career 322. The probability that a randomly selected offensive play will come from a game that featured a specific opposing team, pitcher, or other predetermined condition may be predefined by the fantasy league commissioner prior to the query 322. If on any randomly selected offensive play the former player incurred an injury 324, no more virtual offensive plays will be taken on behalf of the former player for a time period equal to the time the former player was historically injured 326.

As each play is randomly selected 322, if no injury is attributed to the former athlete, the statistical categories associated with that offensive play are attributed to the former player’s virtual box score 328. This process repeats from step 322 until all of the offensive plays have been selected 330. After all offensive plays in the sequence have been randomly selected and taken 330, the total statistics attributed to the box score are converted to fantasy points via the league scoring system 332 and posted to the appropriate fantasy team.

Still referring to FIG. 3 and returning to step 312, if it is determined that the former athlete is a pitcher 312, the next step in the algorithm is to randomly select the number of innings to be pitched in the fantasy game on behalf of the former athlete 340. The number of innings pitched will correspond to the number of innings the former athlete actually pitched in a randomly selected game from his career. The probability that the game selected featured a specific opposing team may be predefined by the fantasy league commissioner.

Once the number of innings to pitch is determined 340, the next step is to randomly select batters faced from a database containing statistics associated with every batter, or substantially every batter, the former athlete faced over the course of his career 342. As the documented statistics associated with any batter the pitcher faced during his career will always include either a walk, hit, strikeout, sacrifice, force-out, or error, the algorithm will continue to randomly select batters faced and post the corresponding box scores 348 until the sum of the outcomes that include sacrifice, force-out, and strikeout is equal to the product of the number of innings to be pitched 340 and three (three outs per inning). The probability that a randomly selected batter faced will come from a game that featured a specific opposing team may be predefined by the fantasy league commissioner. If on any randomly selected batter faced the former player incurred an injury 344, no more batters will be faced on behalf of the former player for a time period equal to the time the former player was historically injured 346 or some variant thereof.

As each batter faced is randomly selected 342 and if no injuries are incurred, the statistical categories associated with each batter faced are attributed to the former player’s virtual box score 348. This process repeats 350 from step 342 until all batters have been faced. After all the batters faced in the sequence have been randomly selected 342, the total statistics attributed to the box score 332 are converted to fantasy points via the league scoring system and posted to the appropriate fantasy team.

Additionally, in some embodiments, if the former athlete is a pitcher, a step in the algorithm will randomly select a game outcome from a database containing all, or substantially all, outcomes of every game the former athlete pitched over the course of his career 352. For instance, the game could be a win, loss, no-decision or save for the pitcher. The probability that the game selected featured a specific opposing team may be predefined by the fantasy league commissioner. After the outcome of the game has been randomly selected 352, the corresponding statistic is attributed to the box score 354 and converted to fantasy points via the league scoring system 332 and posted to the appropriate fantasy team.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram depicting a non-limiting example of the method in a fantasy basketball league for arriving at the specific plays that will be used to generate statistics for a given fantasy game on behalf of a former athlete. Initially, the player is selected 410 and then based on this selection, the algorithm continues. A percentage modifier can be selected and or applied 411. The next step is to randomly select totals from games played over the course of the former athlete’s career 412. Totals for categories including, but not limited to, shot attempts, free throw attempts, 3-point shooting attempts, and various combined totals are randomly selected from games in which the former athlete played. The probability
What is claimed is:

1. A method for selecting historical athletic performance statistics for use in a fantasy sports league contest, the method comprising the following steps:

   a. receiving, at a server configured to render the fantasy sports league contest, a selection of a selected former athlete, wherein the server is in communication with one or more remote participant devices and the selection of the selected former athlete is the result of a participant using an actuator of a remote participant device;

   b. the server querying a database residing on a computer readable medium, wherein the database includes the historical athletic performance statistics that are associated with:

   i. one of a plurality of recorded games that are recorded in the database, wherein a recorded game is associated with a plurality of recorded plays and one or more former athletes who were listed on a roster prior to commencement of the recorded game;

   ii. a recorded play within a particular recorded game, wherein the recorded play is associated with the one or more of said former athletes who were listed on the roster, and

   iii. a former athlete; and

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the processor is further configured to identify a portion of the selected former athlete’s career and the selected recorded game is further associated with the identified portion.

3. The system of claim 1 further comprising a host server configured to render a front-end website for the purpose of tracking the fantasy league contest.

4. A method for selecting historical athletic performance statistics for use in a fantasy sports league contest, the method comprising the steps of:

   a. receiving, at a server configured to render the fantasy sports league contest, a selection of a selected former athlete, wherein the server is in communication with one or more remote participant devices and the selection of the selected former athlete is the result of a participant using an actuator of a remote participant device;

   b. the server querying a database residing on a computer readable medium, wherein the database includes the historical athletic performance statistics that are associated with:

   i. one of a plurality of recorded games that are recorded in the database, wherein a recorded game is associated with a plurality of recorded plays and one or more former athletes who were listed on a roster prior to commencement of the recorded game;

   ii. a recorded play within a particular recorded game, wherein the recorded play is associated with the one or more of said former athletes who were listed on the roster, and

   iii. a former athlete; and
the server selecting a selected recorded game from the database, wherein the selected former athlete is associated with the selected recorded game by virtue of being one of the one or more former athletes who were listed on the roster associated with the selected recorded game; the server assigning a participation value to the selected former athlete, wherein the participation value is based on a quantity of recorded plays associated with the selected recorded game and the selected former athlete; if the participation value is greater than zero, the server selecting a quantity of selected historical athletic performance statistics associated with the selected former athlete from the plurality of recorded games that are recorded in the database, wherein the quantity of selected historical athletic performance statistics are associated with a quantity of selected recorded plays equal to the participation value.

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of the server identifying a portion of the selected former athlete's career and the selected recorded game is further associated with the identified portion.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the server ceases further selection of the quantity of selected historical athletic performance statistics after selecting historical athletic performance statistic that indicates the selected former athlete sustained an injury.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the quantity of selected historical athletic performance statistics are selected randomly.

8. The system of claim 2, wherein the quantity of recorded plays are associated with the selected recorded games comprised within the identified portion.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein:
the plurality of recorded games are further associated with environmental conditions; and
at least one selected historical athletic performance statistic is associated with one of the plurality recorded games that has an associated environmental condition similar to an environmental condition associated with the selected recorded game.